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Abstract
This thesis investigates the impact of uncertainty on the reduction and simplification
of chemical kinetics mechanisms. Chemical kinetics simulations of complex fuels are
very computationally expensive, especially when combined with transport, and so
reduction or simplification must be used to make them more tractable. Existing
approaches have been in an entirely deterministic setting, even though reaction rate
parameters are generally highly uncertain. In this work, potential objectives under
uncertainty are defined and then a number of studies are made in the hope of informing
the development of a new uncertainty-aware simplification scheme. Modifications to
an existing deterministic algorithm are made as a first step towards an appropriate
new scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chemical kinetics simulations are essential for studying reacting flow problems. Some
key applications include modeling chemical production processes, atmospheric chem-
istry, and combustion engines. However, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes
are very computationally expensive even without accounting for chemical kinetics, so
modeling reacting flow in detail is an extremely challenging problem. This has become
especially relevant recently, as there is now considerable interest in developing more
efficient fuels and especially renewable biofuels; relevant chemical kinetics simulations
contain many hundreds of species and thousands of reactions because the fuels consist
of long chain hydrocarbons. Some particularly large examples can be seen in [4] (n-
hexadecane with 225 species and 1841 reversible reactions), [3] (n-heptane with 561
species and 2538 reversible reactions), [66] (n-hexadecane with 2115 species and 8157
reversible reactions), [14] (methyl decanoate with 3036 species and 8555 reversible
reactions), and [15] (combined methyl decanoate, methyl-9-decenoate, and n-heptane
with 3299 species and 10806 reversible reactions).
In an effort to increase the tractability of these problems, there has been significant
work in developing model simplification and reduction methods for chemical reaction
mechanisms, but all existing algorithms assume that reaction rate parameters are
known precisely. However, as will be explained in section 1.1.1, there is in fact
considerable uncertainty in these parameters and the aim of this work is to investigate
the impact of this uncertainty on model simplification. Note that the distinction
21
between model reduction and simplification will be explained in section 1.2.
This work focuses entirely on chemical kinetics in a zero-dimensional setting.
These problems have generally been computationally tractable in the past when con-
sidered alone on a single run, but some of the large recent examples mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter are very expensive. It used to only be practical to generate
relatively small mechanisms for simpler problems because a lot of manual process-
ing was required, but the number of large mechanisms under consideration is likely
to grow in future with the recent development of automatic mechanism generation
software; a brief overview of these methods and a number of references can be found
in [28]. Furthermore, reduction and simplification techniques developed in zero di-
mensions also play an essential role in models containing transport, as the cost of the
chemical kinetics simulations is now multiplied by a factor of the order of the number
of grid points; this will be discussed in more detail in section 1.2.1. Optimization
or sampling problems involving chemical kinetics are also often intractable without
reduction or simplification because of the large numbers of runs required. Finally, it
is difficult to develop physical insight into a very large reaction mechanism model,
but zero-dimensional simplification can be valuable in giving insight into the various
reaction pathways.
1.1 Reaction mechanisms and chemical kinetics
This section gives a brief overview of the theory of chemical reactions and the way
that they are modeled mathematically; further details can be found in section 1.3.1
and [20]. Chemical processes are often mentioned in terms of one overall reaction,
such as the following reaction of hydrogen with oxygen to give water and an enthalpy
change ∆H:
2H2 + O2 → 2H2O + ∆H (1.1)
22
However, such a reaction does not suffice for a chemical kinetics simulation because it
is lacking in details needed to accurately calculate the time evolution of temperature
or species concentrations. Instead, a reaction mechanism must be used; this consists
of a larger number of elementary reactions involving a variety of intermediate species.
A complete hydrogen-oxygen mechanism provided in [68] consists of 9 species and 19
reversible reactions. A diagram demonstrating the species involved in each reaction
can be seen in figure 1-1 and the first 3 reactions are shown explicitly below as
examples:
H + O2  O + OH + ∆H1
O + H2  H + OH + ∆H2
H2 + OH  H2O + H + ∆H3
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
T
H2
O2
O
OH
H2O
H
HO2
H2O2
N2
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
Figure 1-1: The relationship between species and reactions in the hydrogen-oxygen
reaction mechanism of [68]. T represents temperature.
An ODE for the reaction mechanism can be expressed in terms of a state vector
z, which contains temperature T as its last entry and species molar concentrations
Cj as its other entries. The ODE depends upon the rates of the above reactions
and their stoichiometric vectors, which indicate the product and reactant species; the
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product of a reaction’s rate and stoichiometric vector gives the rate of change of each
species due to that reaction. As an example, the stoichiometric vector s1 for the
forward version of the first elementary reaction given above is (where all entries are
zero except for those marked):
[
. . . , −1︸︷︷︸ , . . . , −1︸︷︷︸ , . . . , 1︸︷︷︸ , . . . , 1︸︷︷︸ , . . . , ∆H1ρcp
]T
H O2 O OH
where ρ is density, cp is specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and the factor ρcp
converts between enthalpy change and temperature change. When the reaction rates
are denoted by F i, the ODE for the reaction mechanism is written as:
dz
dt
= g(z) =
NR∑
i=1
si(z)F
i(z) (1.2)
where NR is the number of unidirectional reactions such that each reversible reaction
is counted as two separate reactions. Note that both the reaction rates and stoi-
chiometric vectors are denoted as depending on state, but the only state dependence
in the stoichiometric vectors is in the ρcp conversion factor. The right hand side g
is sometimes known as the chemical source term, particularly when other terms are
present in a CFD context, as described in section 1.2.1.
1.1.1 Reaction rate parameters
When the number of species if NS, the reaction rates F
i are calculated as follows:
F i(z) = ki(T )
NS∏
j=1
C
νij
j (1.3)
where νij is the stoichiometric coefficient of species j as a reactant (but not as a prod-
uct), T is stored in the last entry of the state vector z, and the molar concentrations
Cj are the remaining entries of z. The parameter ki(T ) is called the reaction con-
stant and may also be dependent on pressure, but this will not be discussed further
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here because all simulations in this work used constant pressure. The temperature
dependence of the rate constant for a reverse reaction is usually determined from the
rate constant for the forward reaction by using the equilibrium constant - details are
given in [20]. The temperature dependence for the forward reaction is expressed in
terms of the three parameters α, β, and EA (activation energy) and can be modeled
by the Arrhenius equation:
ki = αi T
βi e−
Eai
RT (1.4)
where R is the universal gas constant. These parameters are generally highly un-
certain and this work studies the impact of that uncertainty. The uncertainty arises
because of the difficulty in measuring these parameters individually; although it is
possible to isolate some small groups of reactions and occasionally even individual
reactions, it is still necessary to fit multiple parameters from experimental data. Fur-
thermore, there is uncertainty in measurements from sensor noise and there is often
only a relatively small number of data points available due to the expense of conduct-
ing experiments. Finally, the Arrhenius equation is only an approximation and this
can further complicate the analysis in regions where it is not valid.
Experimental techniques for determining these parameters are described in [20];
different techniques are suitable under different conditions, as summarized below:
Reactor Type Pressure Temperature (K) Mixture Limits
Static/batch atmospheric < 1000 None
Stirred reactor atmospheric-high 800-1400 Flammable
Plug-flow reactor atmospheric-high 800-1400 None
Shock tube atmospheric-high > 1300 None
Flame atmospheric-low 800-2500 Flammable
Further information on the use of shock tubes and guidelines for incorporating exper-
imental data into reaction mechanisms can also be found in [5]. It should be noted
that estimates for the rate parameters can sometimes also be calculated using quan-
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tum chemistry. A database of rate constants and associated uncertainty factors (as
defined in section 1.1.2) can be found in [2]. The Arrhenius parameters are gener-
ally modeled as independent random variables and independent uncertainty factors
are given; this is unrealistic, but correlation information is not generally well known.
However, there has been some recent work in this area, as discussed in [35].
The uncertainty in reaction rates can have a significant impact on chemical ki-
netics simulations; the example in figure 1-2 demonstrates the significant difference
in ignition delay when changing the activation energy of only a single reaction in the
hydrogen-oxygen mechanism by 5%, although it should be noted that this is a par-
ticularly sensitive reaction (as discussed in chapter 5). Uncertainty of many orders of
magnitude may occur in the ignition delay for more complicated mechanisms. It is
important to note at this point that rate parameter uncertainty only creates uncer-
tainty in outputs related to rate, such as ignition delay. There is no uncertainty in
the final equilibrium mass fractions and temperature, as these depend on thermody-
namics and are independent of rate; these values can vary when there is uncertainty
in species enthalpies of formation, but that is not considered in this work.
1.1.2 Uncertainty factors
The range of uncertainty in a parameter is reported in the chemical kinetics literature
as an uncertainty factor; this is a convenient specification because it is only a single
number. All parameters are assumed to have independent log normal distributions
and (where u is the uncertainty factor for a particular parameter q):
P
(
q <
median(q)
u
)
= 0.025 P
(
q > umedian(q)
)
= 0.025 (1.5)
This information is sufficient to determine the parameters of the lognormal distribu-
tion.
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Figure 1-2: Reaction profiles for a hydrogen-oxygen system demonstrating the time
evolution of species mass fractions and temperature, starting from a stoichiomet-
ric hydrogen-air mixture. Nitrogen was present, but is not shown because its mass
fraction remains constant throughout. The plots are for two different values of the
activation energy in the reaction H + O2 = O + OH; these values differed by less than
5% from the nominal, but nevertheless caused a significant change in ignition time -
this is highlighted with red circles.
1.1.3 Timescales and stiffness
Chemical kinetics systems are always characterized by a wide range of time scales in
their dynamics, as demonstrated in figure 1-3. This causes stiffness and means that
the ODE is expensive to evaluate, as an explicit solver cannot be used. The different
timescales arise because of different reaction rates - some are fast and some are slow.
Figure 1-4 demonstrates why reduction is possible by showing solutions to a stiff
3-species ODE for a variety of initial conditions. This ODE was given in [62] and is
designed to replicate the stiffness properties of a chemical system in 3D space to aid
visualization. It is clear in the figure that the system rapidly relaxes to a 2D plane
and then a line, but it is stiff because fast timescales are acting to constrain it to these
lower dimensional manifolds; an explicit integrator would need to inefficiently capture
these fast timescales, even though the solution evolves on a far slower timescale.
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Figure 1-3: Timescales associated with the eigenvectors of the Jacobian of a linearized
chemical source term in the pre-ignition region for a hydrogen-oxygen reaction with
an initial stoichiometric mixture at 1000 K. Notice the wide range of values and the
significant spacing between them.
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Figure 1-4: A stiff 3D ODE is solved at a variety of initial conditions. All trajectories
converge initially to a 2D plane and then to a line; the symbol ◦ is used to denote
initial conditions and convergence to lower dimensional manifolds. Movement to the
line is very fast compared to movement along it; at this scale, there is no noticeable
movement along the line in a timestep equal to the time required to move to the line
from any of the initial conditions.
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1.2 Model simplification and reduction
Strategies for reducing computational expense can generally be classified as either
simplification or reduction:
 Reduction methods aim to reduce stiffness or otherwise improve computational
efficiency. These attempt to capture movement along the slow manifold (as
seen in figure 1-4) without the performance penalty associated with capturing
the fast modes that constrain the system to the manifold. Some schemes also
emphasize local dimension reduction in addition to stiffness removal - this is
mentioned again briefly in section 1.2.1.
 Simplification methods aim to completely remove species and reactions from
the original mechanism to form a skeletal mechanism. It is possible for some
stiffness to be removed by simplification if particularly stiff reactions are deemed
to be unimportant, but the emphasis here is on dimension reduction and lower
computational expense at each timestep due to evaluating fewer reaction rates,
as the evaluation of the exponential function for each reaction rate is the most
expensive part of a chemical kinetics simulation. Note that the expense of a
simulation tends to scale linearly with the number of reactions and quadratically
with the number of species [61].
Simplification and reduction should not be used with low dimensional reaction mech-
anisms, as there is unlikely to be any justification for removing species or reactions
without affecting the accuracy of the results. For this reason, no attempt has been
made in this work to reduce the hydrogen-oxygen mechanism presented earlier in
this chapter. However, the recently developed very high dimensional methods with
thousands of species are ideal candidates for simplification and reduction.
1.2.1 In a CFD context
This work does not consider the effects of transport, but the ability to use a simplified
or reduced model with a CFD code is the main source of motivation, as described in
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this section. A CFD code adds transport to the model, so the governing ODE for the
system is now expressed in terms of both position x and associated state zx:
∂zx
∂t
= g(zx) + χ(x, zx) + D(x, zx) (1.6)
where g is the chemical source term, χ is the convection term, and D is the diffusion
term. The timescales associated with diffusion and convection are generally in the
range of 10−3 to 10−5 seconds. When comparing these values with figure 1-3, it is
clear that this ODE is still stiff and that the stiffness is due to the chemical source
term g.
Operator splitting techniques can be used to reduce the impact of the stiffness
on the transport terms; these would involve evaluating the chemical source term at
smaller timesteps than the transport terms - this avoids the expense of evaluating
the transport terms more often than necessary. However, the simulation as a whole
remains stiff because the expense associated with evaluating the chemical source
term at small timesteps has not been reduced; model reduction and simplification
techniques are therefore applicable in this context. In fact, model reduction is now far
more important than in the zero dimensional case because each node in the CFD code
has an associated state and these states must be updated at every timestep by solving
individual ODEs. When considering that there are many thousands of nodes, it is
clear that the computational expense has risen by orders of magnitude compared to
the zero dimensional case, even without considering the additional expense associated
with evaluating the transport terms.
An overview of the interaction between a CFD code and a reduced chemical model
is given in figure 1-5. Tabulation is used in an attempt to reduce the number of in-
dividual chemical kinetics ODEs that need to be solved at every timestep; if states
at some of the nodes at the current timestep are similar to states that have been en-
countered earlier in the simulation, then the state at the next timestep can simply be
cheaply loaded from the table rather than being expensively recomputed. Tabulation
methods can also be used to reduce the expense of some of the additional processing
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required by model reduction schemes, but that is not shown here and is described in
chapter 3. A popular tabulation scheme used with chemical kinetics simulations is
ISAT [41].
Tabulation is only practical for fairly low dimensional problems, so this provides
further motivation for model reduction - the CFD code in the figure is shown to
operate on a set of reduced variables. This also gives a significant reduction in mem-
ory requirements because each node requires only a much smaller state vector to be
stored. However, reducing the dimension in the CFD code in this way requires addi-
tional care when implementing model reduction schemes, as most are designed to give
reasonable projections to low dimensional manifolds for the chemical kinetics prob-
lem without considering the impact of these projections on the transport problem.
Furthermore, a model reconstruction scheme is required so that the chemical source
term can be evaluated when only the low dimensional parametrization is known; this
will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.
Model reduction schemes typically reduce a model to a manifold locally, so the
dimension and correct parametrization (i.e. set of reduced variables) will change
and therefore the set of reduced variables tracked by the CFD code must also be
updated over time. Note that the use of an alternative model reduction scheme
designed for stiffness removal rather than dimension reduction would also be beneficial
in reducing computational expense to a lesser extent, but this would not reduce
memory requirements or assist with tabulation.
1.2.2 Reasons for focusing on simplification
This work focuses entirely on simplification, although reduction methods are reviewed
to provide context and interesting background information. Simplification and reduc-
tion are complementary steps; simplification is carried out first and then reduction
can be applied later. Simplification simply involves removing species and reactions
from the mechanism, so the simplified mechanism can then be used in a standard
chemical kinetics code without changes. In contrast, reduction involves changing the
code in an attempt to remove stiffness and possibly reduce the dimension of the prob-
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Mechanism
Integrator
dz
dt
= g(z)
Species
Reconstruction
r → z
Species
Reduction
z → r
Retrieve
Table
{r(0), r(∆t)}
Add
CFD transport
code for r(x, t)
Split timestep for
chemical kinetics
z g(z)
z(0) z(∆t)
r(∆t)r(0)
r(t+ ∆t)r(t)
Figure 1-5: An example approach to incorporating detailed chemical kinetics into a
CFD code, as described in [44]. Notice that tabulation is used to reduce the expense
of evaluating the chemical source term if similar states are encountered at different
times or positions. This becomes practical when a model reduction scheme is used
to reduce the dimension of the problem by representing the state in terms of a low
dimensional parametrization r instead of the full state z. An alternative to the
detailed mechanism calculation shown here is to integrate r directly - the chemical
source term can be tabulated in terms of r and retrieved without reconstruction of z.
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lem. A code that implements reduction can also be used with a simplified mechanism
without needing to start from the original full mechanism.
Not only can a simplified mechanism be used more easily by an end-user, but it
is also certain to be cheaper - removing species and reactions always reduces com-
putational expense, whereas reduction schemes must typically incorporate significant
additional processing and stiffness removal may not compensate for this.
Finally, the impact of simplification on transport does not need to be separately
considered, as the equations remain the same. However, reduction actually changes
the equations and so care must be taken to ensure that changes to the chemical source
term are compatible with the diffusion and convection terms; some model reduction
methods do explicitly consider this, but others do not.
1.3 Computational tools
This work was carried out using code written in C++, but a variety of existing tools
were also used:
 Chemical kinetics calculations used the library tchem [48], which was selected
because it can calculate analytical Jacobian matrices for the chemical source
term; these improve accuracy in the CSP method described in chapter 3.
 Integration was carried out with the library CVODE [16], which is a variable-
order variable-step BDF solver.
 Random samples were generated with the GNU scientific library [9].
 Output was stored in HDF5 files [54]; this is a convenient hierarchical data
storage format.
1.3.1 Governing equations in more detail
An overview of the equations governing chemical kinetics was presented in section
1.1. The equations were expressed in terms of concentrations, as that allows for more
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compact notation and therefore a simpler introductory explanation. This section
contains more detailed equations in the form actually implemented in the code used
for this work; all terms are now expressed in terms of mass fractions, as this form is
more useful in numerical simulations when ensuring mass conservation. The following
notation is used in this section:
 W¯ is the molecular weight of the mixture.
 Wj is the molecular weights of species j.
 ω˙j is the molar production rate of species j.
 hj is the molar enthalpy of species j.
 Yj is the mass fraction of species j.
 Cj is the molar concentration of species j.
 si is the stoichiometric vector of reaction i.
 ρ is the mixture density.
 R is the universal gas constant.
 T is the temperature.
 NR is the number of unidirectional reactions.
 NS is the number of species.
 cp is the specific heat capacity of the mixture at constant pressure.
The ODE for Yj is as follows (and is equivalent to equation (1.2) for concentration
units):
ρ
dYj
dt
= ω˙jWj (1.7)
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where:
ω˙j =
NR∑
i=1
(si)jF
i (1.8)
F i can be evaluated using (1.3) after calculating the species molar concentrations:
Cj = ρ
Yj
Wj
(1.9)
The density also needs to be calculated; it can be found from the ideal gas law because
the pressure is known and constant:
ρ =
pW¯
RT
(1.10)
where:
W¯ =
1∑NS
j=1
Yj
Wj
(1.11)
An ODE for temperature is still needed; this was previously expressed only in terms
of the enthalpy change for each reaction. It is now stated with an explicit enthalpy
change calculation derived from the difference in enthalpies of products and reactants:
ρcp
dT
dt
= −
NS∑
j=1
ω˙jhj (1.12)
1.4 The aim of this work
There have been a number of prior studies into the effect of uncertainty on chemical
reaction mechanisms, including [40] and [43]. However, these were aimed simply
at assessing the impact of uncertainty on the results of chemical kinetic simulations;
there was no analysis of the impact on model reduction or simplification schemes. This
work is aimed at studying uncertainty in the simplification context, with a particular
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emphasis on factors that need to be considered in the development of an uncertainty-
aware simplification scheme. Results and discussion are presented in chapter 5 and
chapter 6 describes an initial step towards incorporating uncertain information into
a specific existing simplification algorithm.
1.4.1 Objectives under uncertainty
In this work, an uncertainty-aware simplification scheme is considered to have one of
two objectives:
 Further simplification than in the deterministic setting by allowing for more
error in outputs at nominal values; this is now justifiable because the full model
output is itself uncertain and so it is not necessary to demand that the reduced
model output should match it exactly. An appropriate error criterion is shown
below:
|uF − uR|
σF
(1.13)
where uF is a full model output at nominal values, uR is the corresponding
output from the reduced model, and σF is the standard deviation of the full
model output. Figure 1-6 demonstrates why this error criterion is a reasonable
choice.
 Ensuring that the simplified model is capable of reproducing not only the nom-
inal values of the full model outputs, but also their distributions under uncer-
tainty. At the least, the reduced model output distribution should fall within
the bounds of the full model output distribution. An appropriate error measure
is the K-L divergence DKL, which is a non-symmetric measure of the difference
between two pdfs:
DKL(P |Q ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(u) log
p(u)
q(u)
du (1.14)
where p is the full model pdf, P is the full model cdf, q is the reduced model
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pdf, and Q is the reduced model cdf. Note that the integrand becomes infinite
whenever the support of the reduced model is not contained within the support
of the full model; use of this measure therefore at least ensures that the bounds
are reasonable. Figure 1-7 demonstrates the use of this error criterion.
These objectives need not be entirely mutually exclusive; for example, focusing on
the first is likely to result in a smaller mechanism than when attempting to reproduce
the full output pdf, but it would still be desirable to ensure that the pdf lies within
reasonable bounds.
Although the first objective may appear to offer less accuracy than the second, it
is still useful. Without simplification, CFD problems with large mechanisms may be
completely intractable. It is hoped that improved simplification schemes can make
them more tractable, eventually even in the context of uncertainty quantification
where large numbers of samples will be required. However, only the first objective is
currently relevant because it is not yet feasible to obtain more than a small number
of samples.
1.5 The GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism
The mechanism selected for study in this work was GRI-Mech 3.0 [52], which models
methane-air combustion. It consists of 53 species and 325 reactions, most of which are
reversible. This mechanism was selected because its size was considered large enough
to allow for meaningful reduction without being large enough to be too computation-
ally expensive to evaluate repeatedly in Monte Carlo simulations. Furthermore, it is
used widely in the chemical kinetics literature and is often used in ‘benchmark’ tests
of new schemes, so a study into the impact of uncertainty on the simplification of this
mechanism is likely to be of broad interest.
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u u
= Full pdf
= uF
= uR
= σF
Figure 1-6: The simple error criterion (as explained in section 1.4.1) gives a measure
of how well the reduced model prediction at nominal values fits within the output
pdf of the full model. The situation on the left would be considered acceptable and
this is reflected in the error criterion with scaling by a large σF to give a small error.
The situation on the right would not be acceptable and this is reflected in the error
criterion with scaling by a small σF to give a large error. Note that these pictures
are simply cartoons to illustrate the above point and are not consistently normalized.
Furthermore, outputs of interest would likely not have Gaussian pdfs and the full
model nominal value prediction of any output need not coincide with the mean.
u u
= Full pdf
= Reduced pdf
Figure 1-7: The K-L divergence measures the fit of two pdfs and strongly penalizes
a reduced model output pdf that falls outside the bounds of the full model output
pdf. Ideally, the reduced pdf would match the full pdf, but the situation on the
left is still likely to be considered acceptable in many cases; the K-L divergence
would be relatively low in this case. However, the situation on the right is always
unacceptable and the K-L divergence would reflect this. Note that these pictures are
simply cartoons to illustrate the above point and are not consistently normalized.
Furthermore, outputs of interest would likely not have Gaussian pdfs like these.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter provides an overview of some of the more prominent model simplifica-
tion and reduction strategies. Note that, although most methods incorporate some
measure of local error, there are no global guarantees and all methods are heuristics.
An overview of the field can be found in [39].
2.1 Overview by Lu and Law
A more recent overview of model reduction and simplification can be found in [28],
which also describes a means of effectively using a combination of simplification
schemes, primarily CSP and variants of DRG. CSP is discussed in detail in chapter
3, but there is no separate discussion of DRG because the simplification algorithm is
identical to the Valorani CSP algorithm of section 3.3.2 other than in the use of a
different metric. The DRG metric is inferior because, unlike the CSP metric, it does
not consider system dynamics. However, it is cheaper than CSP and is therefore used
to augment CSP simplification in [28]. Further details on DRG can be found in [26].
2.2 QSSA
This is the Quasi Steady-State Approximation method. It is the oldest of the methods
presented here, having first been proposed in the early 1900s. Along with the Partial
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Equilibrium method presented below, this is sometimes called one of the classical
methods, but it is still used even in some of the most recent literature.
After an initial transient period, certain species are assumed to be in instantaneous
equilibrium and this allows an algebraic constraint to be imposed. However, care
must be taken when implementing this approximation because it does not actually
imply that the time derivative of the concentration of a QSS species can be set to
zero. Instead, it just provides an algebraic equation for the concentration of the QSS
species in terms of the other species. When using the notation of (1.2), the QSSA
equation for species i is:
gi(z) = 0 (2.1)
Note that equation (2.1) is in fact a replacement for one of the terms in (1.2) and
should not be substituted into (1.2). As noted above, this is not the same as setting
the derivative to zero, as zi can still change. A clear explanation of the difference
is given in [22] and a graphical demonstration can be found in [8]. One of the main
weaknesses of the method is in selection of species; this traditionally relies heavily
on investigator experience. However, analysis, guidelines, and an inefficient species
selection algorithm are presented in [58]. These authors also mention using QSSA
to remove stiffness, but they conclude that it is generally not very effective unless
too many species are removed for the model to be accurate. As the method targets
species rather than reactions, this is not surprising.
The other major weakness of the method is that a solution is not guaranteed to
exist. Using the notation of section 1.3.1, equation (2.1) can be written as:
0 = w˙i (2.2)
or more explicitly as:
0 =
NR∑
i=1
(si)jF
i =
NR∑
i=1
(si)j ki
NS∏
j=1
C
νij
j (2.3)
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At this point, a non-linear solver must be used; Newton’s method is recommended in
the literature, but it not guaranteed to converge. A solution to this problem has been
proposed in the form of LQSSA, which is briefly discussed in the following section.
2.2.1 LQSSA
LQSSA was introduced to improve QSSA by guaranteeing both the existence and
uniqueness of a solution. It goes further than QSSA by making the assumption that
the concentrations of QSS species are small. This means that any F i involving more
than one QSS reactant is small enough to be neglected. The remaining terms are
then linear. If some of the QSS species concentrations are in fact not small, then they
can either be removed from the list of QSS species (thereby resulting in a lower level
of reduction) or else a hybrid linear/non-linear approach can be used.
Further details can be found in [27]. Note that the authors also describe a method
for efficiently solving the linear equations created in the LQSSA method; this is known
as QSSG and involves arranging the equations into a block upper triangular structure
that can be solved in quadratic time.
2.3 Partial Equilibrium
The partial equilibrium approximation is considered as one of the classical methods
along with QSSA. It is intended primarily for use in stiffness removal. It was often
used incorrectly in very early papers by setting reaction rates directly equal to zero,
but correct usage is now understood and will be briefly described below; more details
are given in [22] and [23].
Rather than assuming that the net creation and destruction rates for a given
species cancel out (as with QSSA), partial equilibrium assumes that the forward and
reverse rates of a given reaction approximately cancel out; this gives an algebraic
constraint on the concentrations of the species involved in the reaction. Unlike with
QSSA, the algebraic constraint cannot be substituted for one of the species in the rate
equations; this is because the criterion for partial equilibrium selection is only that
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the net rate of the reaction should be small when compared to the individual forward
and reverse rates of the reaction itself and not of other reactions. The reaction is
considered exhausted at this point, but its rate of progress has not reached zero
and is instead a small approximately constant value that may still be comparable to
that of many of the remaining reactions. Rather than using the algebraic equation
directly or attempting to calculate the constant, the reaction’s rate equation should
be differentiated to obtain an equation that can be safely used.
Substitutions among the original reaction rate equations can be used to remove
the rate term for the exhausted reaction. The number of equations is then reduced
by one, but this new differentiated partial equilibrium equation can be used to form
a complete system without any of the stiff rate terms from the exhausted reaction.
2.4 ILDM - Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold
This scheme is designed to take advantage of time scale separation and the main
principle is just a special case of CSP, which will be described in detail in section 3.
Despite the same underlying theory, the implementation of the methods and subse-
quent modifications are distinct. The motivation for ILDM was to allow table look-up
of the chemical source terms during a reacting flow simulation, as demonstrated in
figure 1-5, whereas the original motivation for CSP primarily concerned stiffness re-
moval. The original ILDM paper was [32] and additional references are mentioned
below where appropriate.
The method involves finding the eigenvectors of the linearized Jacobian matrix of
g in equation (1.2). A dimension M is selected such that the M most negative eigen-
vectors are deemed to be exhausted modes that are now conserved; a full explanation
of this idea can be found in chapter 3 during the discussion of CSP, but a theoretical
framework at that level of detail was not originally provided by the authors of ILDM.
When conserved directions have been found, the system is confined to a low dimen-
sional manifold and can be parametrized by a reduced set of species. Although the
original paper mentioned that the reduced set of variables can be arbitrarily chosen,
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this later proved not to be the case; the variables must be chosen to ensure that the
manifold is not multi-valued at any point in parameter space. An automatic method
for determining appropriate parameters in terms of linear combinations of species was
described in [30] and further improvements to manifold identification were made in
[34].
As ILDM was designed for table look-up, the original authors provided imple-
mentation details in [31]. An adaptive table storage scheme was developed to avoid
the unnecessary storage overhead associated with constant grid spacing throughout
parameter space when the chemical source term may not change significantly in some
areas. The table can be used to store eigenvectors in addition to the chemical source
term to avoid some of the additional overhead that would otherwise be associated
with ILDM.
2.5 The Method of Fraser and Roussel
Fraser and Roussel attempted to identify slow manifolds by analyzing trajectories
[8, 38, 47]. Their method was designed to develop an algebraic expression for the
manifold using symbolic functional iteration to provide better performance than table
look-up. The authors treat only simple 2D and 3D examples, but the method can be
used in higher dimensions. However, it can only identify a 1D manifold, no matter
what the dimension of the system; this was later extended to higher dimensions by
work referenced in section 2.5.2.
Although this method therefore appears to be very limited, it is nevertheless
widely cited because it has a desirable feature in the form of the identification of
an inertial manifold; this is a slow manifold that corresponds to a real trajectory
and is globally attracting for the dynamics of the system. Crucially, motion along
the manifold is determined by the full model without approximation, whereas a non-
inertial manifold must use projection with a result highly dependent on the choice
of projection operator; in the context of the ILDM discussion above, this would be
dependent on the accuracy of the exhausted eigenvector approximation.
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Despite this attractive feature, the Fraser and Roussel method is global in the
sense that the construction of the entire manifold or at least a large part of it is gen-
erally required to identify a point in parameter space corresponding to a point in full
composition space; this is because large numbers of trajectories must be calculated.
This is a major disadvantage of the method.
2.5.1 A brief description of the method
The first step in the method is to substitute known constraints (including element
number) into the chemical source term to reduce the number of variables. A species
concentration Cj is selected as a parameter denoted by s and then ODEs for the
remaining species concentrations can be found in phase space:
dCi
ds
=
C˙i
s˙
(2.4)
These equations are re-arranged in the following functional form:
Ci = f(C
′
i, Ck 6=i,j, s) where C
′
i =
dCi
ds
(2.5)
Note that elementary reactions involve rate terms with algebraic rate orders that are
generally no higher than 3 (most often only 1 or 2), so the equations can always be
rearranged algebraically in this way. The method requires an initial estimate to be
chosen for each C ′i (usually from a partial equilibrium or QSSA solution) and it then
proceeds by iteration:
n+1Ci = f(
nC ′i,
nCk 6=i,j, s) (2.6)
An algebraic representation of the manifold is usually found with a small number of
iterations on n. However, as with ILDM, the method breaks down if the manifold
is multi-valued in s at any combination of Ci; finding a suitable species for s is
not straightforward and the authors discuss an alternative approach involving linear
combinations of species for s.
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2.5.2 Improvements by Skodje and Davis
Significant improvements to the Fraser and Roussel method were made in [7, 51] to
allow for the identification of higher dimensional manifolds. However, these authors
found that it was necessary to use a numerical iteration scheme rather than algebraic
because the algebraic expressions became too large for more complicated problems.
It was noticed that the Fraser and Roussel manifold is generally more accurate than
the ILDM manifold, by as much as 10% in highly curved regions; this demonstrates
the advantage of using an inertial manifold. However, the ILDM manifold is a good
starting point to use for Fraser and Roussel in order to guarantee convergence in
general.
The above references also identified other related methods for finding inertial man-
ifolds, but they have reached only a low level of development and do not appear to
have been widely used. However, they provided some inspiration for later develop-
ments for ILDM, as referenced in that section. Some further details can be seen in
[6].
2.6 Lumping
Rather than removing species altogether, lumping amalgamates them. The number
of reactions may also be reduced because some are effectively duplicated when the
species are amalgamated. This approach was first proposed in [65] for linear systems
only, but has since been extended to cover non-linear systems too; an overview and
analysis is provided in [56]. Note that the lumps themselves can also be either linear
or non-linear combinations of species.
A major disadvantage of lumping is the loss of information concerning individual
reactions and species. This has been found by [28] to only be acceptable in special
cases, particularly for large hydrocarbons that have many isomers; these isomers
typically have sufficiently similar properties for lumping to be used.
The above references deal with discrete lumping, which is the most useful form.
However, continuum lumping methods also exist; these involve integrating a set of
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species defined by a continuous parameter. They are not relevant in most situations,
but they are intended to provide some tractability in ill-defined problems. This
approach is covered in more detail in [39].
2.7 RCCE
This is rate-controlled constrained equilibrium. It was originally called the rate-
controlled partial equilibrium method [19], but the name was later changed to avoid
confusion with the partial equilibrium method mentioned above. RCCE identifies the
rate controlling reactions because these instantaneously constrain the system. Note
that any equilibrium condition is constrained; even when a reaction appears to have
finished and the remaining species are in equilibrium, this is only equilibrium con-
strained by the slow time scale of nuclear reactions. All constraints here are linear
and possibilities include: element number (when not dealing with nuclear reactions),
bonded atom pairs, number of molecules, translational or vibrational energy (as en-
ergy transfer between molecules within a degree of freedom may be on much faster
timescales compared to those in different degrees of freedom), and others given in [18].
Note that suitable constraints must be chosen by the user, as there is no automatic
method. They can be identified from suitable combinations of reactions with slow
rates.
This method requires the assumption that changes in constraints are sufficiently
slow for a system to evolve through a series of quasi-static states remaining close to
the static equilibrium determined by the instantaneous values of the constraints. In
other words, the relaxation time of molecular collision processes is short compared
to the characteristic time for a change in constraints. This assumption is justified as
being consistent with assumptions commonly made when deal with thermodynamics
in general.
The method works by replacing the ODE of the form shown in equation (1.2) by
a much smaller set of differential equations describing the time evolution of the con-
straints, which are effectively constants as far as slower reactions are concerned; these
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new equations are found by differentiating the linear algebraic forms of the constraint
equations. The differential equations are specified in terms of the reaction rates of
the rate controlling reactions, so these must be known. However, the other reactions
are not used, which is a major advantage because the accuracy of their reaction rate
parameters is then irrelevant; only the controlling reaction rate parameters need be
known accurately.
In some cases, only the constraint may be important (e.g. sometimes the con-
straint can be the concentration of a particular species of interest), so the constraint
equations can just be integrated. In others, reconstruction of all species may be
desired; this will be always be required at least partially in order to calculate all
relevant reaction rates. If the number of known constraints is equal to the number of
species, then the species concentrations can be found immediately by solving a lin-
ear system under the assumption that the constraints are instantaneously constant.
However, only a small number of constraints are generally known and this is why
the slowly changing assumption mentioned above is required; it is assumed that all
concentrations have relaxed to instantaneous equilibrium and so can be calculated by
maximizing the entropy for an adiabatic system (or minimizing the Gibbs free energy
for an isothermal system) under the given constraint. Lagrange multipliers are used
to enforce the constraint in the optimization problem.
Some of the controlling equations are not differential and are instead always con-
stant; these include element number in the absence of transport or nuclear reactions.
This does not affect the formulation of the problem, but it reduces the expense of
integration. Finally, note that shifting equilibrium is a special case of RCCE in which
constraints on element numbers are fixed and thermodynamic variables are allowed
to change slowly while acting as instantaneous constraints.
2.8 ICE-PIC
The motivation for this method is to tabulate full states at specific reduced parameter
values on an inertial manifold. Unlike other methods, there is a strong focus on species
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reconstruction rather than the initial parametrization; this is because it is intended
to fulfill the reconstruction role demonstrated in figure 1-5. ICE-PIC is a further
development of pre-image curves and TGLDM, so these are presented first and the
additional features of ICE-PIC development are summarized in section 2.8.3.
2.8.1 Pre-image curves (PICs)
The main idea of this approach involves considering points in the full composition
space at earlier times that could have led to the current reduced set of species. It is
unique in that it constructs this manifold locally, whereas other methods involving
inertial manifolds are impractical in high dimensions due to being global, as described
in the Fraser and Roussel section. Full details are given in [44] and a brief outline
is presented here. A linear parametrization of the following form is used to convert
from the full state vector z to a reduced state vector r:
r = BTz (2.7)
Note that B is a fat matrix and is generally composed of unit vector columns so that
r is a reduced set of species rather than a combination of species. At a particular
time, the method aims to reconstruct z from r, noting that there are many possible
combinations of z that would result in a given r. A starting point is selected using
the RCCE idea of maximizing the entropy under the constraints of constant element
number and r = BTz. However, rather than selecting this as a solution, a pre-image
curve is constructed - this is a curve through values of z at earlier times that would
eventually result in a consistent z at the current time when integrated forward.
Values of z along the curve are parametrized by s, which is the arc length starting
from 0 at the RCCE solution. Note that many possible curves could be chosen, but
the method always selects the curve with minimum curvature so that it does not not
stray far from the most likely solution in terms of entropy; the concentrations along
this curve eventually tend to an asymptote as s increases towards its value at the
boundary of the feasible region. The value at the asymptote is selected as the point
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on the curve from which the current state originated. This is known as the pre-image.
Construction of the curve requires integration of points along it using the full system
in order to identify points that are pre-images and this is clearly computationally
expensive, but values can be tabulated so that the expense is not repeated.
2.8.2 TGLDM
This method creates trajectory-generated low-dimensional manifolds. It is presented
in [42] in the context of 2D manifolds, but an approach for extension to higher di-
mensions is also discussed.
The polar coordinates r and θ are chosen as the parametrization of the 2D low
dimensional manifold. The initial conditions are determined by θ (known as the
generator) and then r is the normalized arc length, so all trajectories follow a radial
line from the circumference of a circle of radius 1 to equilibrium at the origin. The
set of realizable compositions is bounded by non-negativity constraints, constraints
for the conservation of element number, and additional constraints that define the
manifold in composition space. If required, an additional constraint can be imposed
to ensure that the boundary passes through the stoichiometric mixture.
Trajectories are generated at intervals along the boundary and then values are
tabulated at various points along the trajectories for use in later calculations. There
are three limitations: the first is that the set of major species (corresponding to the
parametrization) must be chosen manually. The second is that there is no guarantee
that the trajectories actually lie on the manifold; we might expect them to lie on the
manifold when sufficiently close to equilibrium, but we are just starting from arbitrary
points in composition space (subject to the constraints of the choice of major species)
and so cannot expect the initial values to necessarily lie anywhere near the manifold.
The final limitation is that, as with the Fraser and Roussel method, this method
is global and a large portion of the manifold must be constructed to determine a
particular composition.
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2.8.3 Summary
ICE-PIC is described in [45] and combines the advantage of the simple TGLDM
parametrization with the local nature of the pre-image curve (PIC) manifold. The
method starts with a constrained equilibrium (CE) manifold, which is a manifold cre-
ated under the RCCE approximation; the boundaries of this manifold are found and
all trajectories emanating from these boundaries form an ICE (Invariant Constrained
Equilibrium) manifold. The ICE manifold is then parametrized in the TGLDM man-
ner. At first, it would seem that this is a global method and therefore impractical
because a large number of trajectories would need to be generated along the ICE
boundary in order to obtain the appropriate value of the TGLDM generator param-
eter (which corresponds to θ in the 2D example explained above). However, the PIC
method can be used to get around this.
The intersection of the pre-image region with the CE manifold is found; this is a
curve that can be followed until the boundary of the CE region is reached (instead
of following the minimum curvature curve in the original PIC method). A trajectory
from this point is then in the ICE manifold and the ICE-PIC solution is found as
the value of the full composition on this trajectory when it becomes consistent with
the reduced composition. The TGLDM parameters are the starting point on the
ICE manifold and the distance moved along the trajectory until the correct reduced
composition is reached, so the method is therefore local rather than global - it was
possible to obtain the composition without needing to construct and explore a large
region of the manifold.
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Chapter 3
Computational Singular
Perturbation
The Computational Singular Perturbation method (CSP) was originally developed in
the context of model reduction [22, 23], but has since also been used for simplification
[61, 60]; both uses will be described in this chapter. CSP explicitly exploits the time
scale separation in chemical kinetics problems by identifying fast and slow modes in
the reaction mechanism.
3.1 CSP Fundamentals
Mathematically, the CSP method aims to split the chemical source term of the ODE
into fast and slow components; using the notation introduced in chapter 1, this is:
dz
dt
= g(z) = gfast(z) + gslow(z) (3.1)
The new fast and slow chemical source terms are found by expressing the original
chemical source term in terms of N modes, where N is the length of the state vector
z; this is 1 + number of species because temperature is also included and is treated
as a species throughout this chapter. These modes will be indexed in order of their
associated timescales such that i = 1 corresponds to the fastest mode. A number
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M will be identified such that the first M modes are designated fast in the sense
of being exhausted; the remaining modes are designated slow. If it is assumed that
nuclear reactions are not also being considered, then the element number Ne is always
conserved in chemical kinetics and therefore the slowest Ne modes are conserved and
have infinite timescales. In general, the number of conserved modes (not necessarily
only due to element number) will be denoted by Nc.
The modes will be denoted by ai and each ai will have an associated mode am-
plitude f i(z); this is found by projecting g onto ai. If the dual basis vectors for the
ai are denoted by b
i, the f i(z) are given explicitly as:
f i(z) = bi · g bi · aj = δij (3.2)
The chemical source terms can now be written explicitly with this new notation:
gfast(z) =
M∑
i=1
ai(z)f
i(z) gslow(z) =
N∑
i=M+1
ai(z)f
i(z) (3.3)
Although this representation is mathematically meaningful, it is not as clearly physi-
cally meaningful as the more familiar physical representation in terms of stoichiomet-
ric vectors and reaction rates, as shown in chapter 1.
Now denote by A the matrix with the ai as columns and denote by B the matrix
with the bi as rows. The choice of ai and b
i will be seen by calculating the time
derivative of the mode amplitudes from equation (3.2) and expressing it in terms of
A, B, and the Jacobian J of g:
df
dt
= Λf Λ =
[
dB
dt
+ BJ
]
A J =
∂g
∂z
(3.4)
If Λ did not contain the time derivative of B, it could be diagonalized by choosing
the ai to be the eigenvectors of J. There would then be complete mode separation
and each ai would have a clearly identifiable timescale in the form of the reciprocal
of the absolute value of the real part of the associated eigenvalue λi because the fi
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would evolve according to:
fi(t) = fi(0) e
λit (3.5)
where the real parts of the λi are assumed to be negative - see section 3.1.1 for a brief
discussion of positive eigenvalues. The CSP vectors must be real and the treatment
of complex eigenvectors is described in section 3.1.3.
The presence of the time derivative in (3.4) means that that the eigenvectors of J
do not actually diagonalize Λ, but they are nevertheless still used for the ai; they no
longer provide complete mode separation, but the ai are used only in fast and slow
groups, so mode mixing is acceptable among the fast vectors and separately among
the slow vectors. This means that non-zero terms can be present in the Jacobian in
the upper left diagonal M×M fast block and lower right diagonal (N−M)×(N−M)
slow block.
Significant mode mixing between the sets of fast and slow vectors is unacceptable
because it would not allow for the separation required by the CSP representation; this
would appear in the form of non-zero off-diagonal blocks. The authors of CSP found
that such off-diagonal terms are generally negligible and hence do not significantly
affect the CSP mode separation. The full CSP method also contains a refinement
scheme to further depress these off-diagonal blocks, but that involves considerable
computational expense and has been found not to be necessary to achieve good accu-
racy when simulating hydrogen and methane systems [25]. It was therefore not used
in this work. Refinements were first introduced in [23], a full analysis was conducted
in [69, 70], and implementation details can be found in [62].
It only remains to describe M , the number of fast modes. Fast modes are those
that locally make no significant contribution to the solution trajectory in one timestep,
as they have been exhausted and now act only to constrain the solution to a lower
dimensional manifold rather than to move it along that manifold. The M calculation
is therefore based on a user-defined tolerance of a small acceptable error step if the fast
modes were to be ignored during a timestep of the length of the shortest timescale
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among the remaining slow modes. The modes are removed in increasing order of
timescale until this error tolerance is reached and this is mathematically described by
(where τi denotes the timescale associated with ai):
M = max
{
m
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣τm+1 m∑
i=1
f iAji
∣∣∣∣ ≤ abs + rel |zj| ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ N
}
(3.6)
3.1.1 Positive eigenvalues in CSP
Unlike large negative eigenvalues, large positive eigenvalues do not represent fast ex-
haustive modes; instead, they represent explosive modes that dominate the dynamics
of the system. As a result, fast modes must always be kept and not discarded by
CSP. The simplest approach is to arrange the ai in order of eigenvalue from smallest
to largest; note that this is in terms of actual value rather than absolute value, so the
ai with most negative eigenvalues will appear first as the fastest modes. This ensures
that the ai with positive eigenvalues are not classified as fast modes in the exhausted
sense.
3.1.2 Numerically conserved modes
Numerical routines for finding eigenvectors (such as LAPACK’s dgeev) are generally
highly inaccurate for small eigenvalues, especially when much larger eigenvalues are
also present. This problem is particularly severe in chemical kinetics, as it is not un-
common to find eigenvalues of order 1015 or larger while also having conserved mode
eigenvalues of zero and other modes with eigenvalues small enough to be indistin-
guishable from zero to within the accuracy of the routine. These additional modes
will now be described as numerically conserved and will be included in Nc, although
the number of modes in this category is state-dependent and so now Nc is no longer
constant.
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3.1.3 An efficient and accurate calculation of B
The bi were defined above as a dual basis for the ai; this suggests that B can be
found by inverting A. However, this is clearly inefficient and is also inaccurate.
The eigenvectors for eigenvalue zero in the output from a numerical routine are
not well-conditioned, especially when the null space is large. Even if the vectors were
exact to within floating point precision, they would still likely not be well-conditioned
because the solver is only designed to find enough vectors to span the space without
any consideration of whether or not some of the chosen vectors are close to being
linearly dependent. The substantial error for zero eigenvalues amplifies this problem,
resulting in an A matrix with a very large condition number so that it cannot be
accurately inverted to find B.
To work around this, it was proposed in [25] to replace the eigenvectors for eigen-
values of zero with singular vectors for singular values of zero, as found using an SVD.
In exact arithmetic, these vectors should span the same space. However, the SVD
vectors should have far better numerical conditioning because they are orthogonal.
Although it would allow for the accurate inversion of A to form B, this procedure is
even more expensive.
An accurate and more efficient alternative proposed in this work is to use the
left eigenvectors of J to avoid inversion. If all eigenvalues are distinct and appropri-
ate normalizations are used, the left eigenvectors provide a dual basis for the right
eigenvectors; this is proved below for right eigenvectors vi, left eigenvectors w
T
i , and
eigenvalues λi:
wTi J = λiw
T
i ⇒ wTi Jvj = λiwTi vj
Jvj = λjvj ⇒ wTi Jvj = λjwTi vj
wTi vj = 0 for λi 6= λj (3.7)
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Complex eigenvalues
This proof holds for both real and complex eigenvalues. However, further work is
required in the complex case because CSP vectors must be real. Consider the complex
pair of eigenvalues λα and λβ. Let these eigenvalues be µr ± iµi and associated
eigenvectors be u ± iv where µr, µi, u, and v are all real. It is clear that span{u,
v} is an invariant subspace evolving on the timescale of 1/µr, so the aα,β can now be
chosen as u and v.
It does not immediately follow that bα,β can be set equal to the left eigenvectors
(denoted by wT± isT) without further work - they span the correct space and hence
would satisfy the requirements of a dual basis with respect to all different eigenvalues,
but numerical eigenvalue routines do not choose the complex normalizing constant
on these vectors to ensure that:
wTv = 0 sTu = 0
To work around this, bα is chosen as whichever of wT and sT has the largest com-
ponent in the direction of aα. Then b
β is given by (assuming that bα = wT was
chosen):
bβ = sT − (sTaα) aTα (3.8)
Finally, appropriate normalizations are applied to bα and bβ.
Repeated eigenvalues and defective matrices
If eigenvalues were to be repeated in a non-defective matrix, the same orthogonal-
ization idea could be applied to the eigenvectors as for complex eigenvalues. In a
defective matrix, generalized eigenvectors could be used instead of eigenvectors be-
cause they still span an invariant subspace, but the same orthogonalization idea would
still need to be used. However, as described in section 3.1.4, repeated eigenvalues are
not expected to occur in practice and therefore defective matrices also do not occur.
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The exception to this rule is for the eigenvalue zero, which will be repeated Nc
times. It is not necessary to calculate or use CSP vectors for a conserved mode, but
it must be shown that these vectors satisfy the appropriate orthogonality relation-
ship with the CSP vectors for the non-conserved modes to ensure that the approach
creates an accurate B from A. The conserved subspace is spanned by appropriate
eigenvectors and possibly generalized eigenvectors if the matrix is defective in the
eigenvalue zero. It was shown in equation (3.7) that eigenvectors satisfy the orthog-
onality relationship and it will now be demonstrated that the same result holds for
generalized eigenvectors. If we denote a left eigenvector with eigenvalue zero by v1,
a generalized left eigenvector by v2, and a non-conserved left eigenvector by b
i with
non-zero eigenvalue λi, then b
iv1 = 0 by (3.7) and the result follows:
biJ = λib
i ⇒ biJv2 = λibiv2
Jv2 = v1 ⇒ biJv2 = biv1 = 0
biv2 = 0 (3.9)
Similarly, now denote a right eigenvector with eigenvalue zero by wT1 , a generalized
right eigenvector by wT2 , and a non-conserved right eigenvector by ai with non-zero
eigenvalue λi, then w
T
1 ai = 0 by (3.7) and the result follows:
Jai = λiai ⇒ wT2 Jai = λiwT2 ai
wT2 J = w
T
1 ⇒ wT2 Jai = wT1 ai = 0
wT2 ai = 0 (3.10)
So the orthogonality relationship also holds for generalized eigenvectors; it there-
fore also holds for any vector in the conserved subspace, which consists of all linear
combinations of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors with eigenvalue zero.
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3.1.4 Typical eigenvalue types in a chemical kinetics problem
The time evolution of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the hydrogen-oxygen com-
bustion mechanism from [68] is shown in figure 3-1. This plot contains some of the
typical features associated with combustion mechanisms in general, such as:
 The noise associated with zero eigenvalues is apparent; inexact floating point
arithmetic means that two of the three zero eigenvalues are not identically zero.
 One eigenvalue sometimes becomes small enough to be almost indistinguishable
from the zero eigenvalues; this can then be temporarily treated as a numerically
conserved mode.
 Complex pairs of eigenvalues exist, so the code must be able to deal with these.
 Eigenvalues sometimes cross; these are the only times at which they are re-
peated. It is extremely unlikely that a timestep would fall precisely at the
moment that two eigenvalues cross, so the code need not be able to deal with
these and therefore need not be able to deal with a defective matrix. If this
were ever to occur during a simulation, the most straightforward solution would
be to choose a slightly different timestep.
3.2 CSP for reduction
CSP was not used in a reduction setting in this work, but reduction is described here
briefly anyway for background information. CSP can used in this context in one of
two ways:
 Integrate the chemical source term using only the slow modes; the fast term in
(3.1) can be dropped. This should remove the stiffness associated with the fast
modes without significant loss of accuracy.
 If it is assumed that there will locally be no movement in the direction of the
fast modes, they can be used to construct conservation equations for the species.
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Figure 3-1: Time evolution of eigenvalues over the pre-ignition and ignition regions
during the simulation of the hydrogen-oxygen combustion mechanism from [68] with
initial conditions of 1000 K and stoichiometric mixture ratio. There are 10 variables
including temperature, but only 9 lines are shown because one was identically zero.
The three elements are H, N, and O. Note that absolute values are used here so
that the results can be displayed on a logarithmic scale. The two lines that are
initially merged represent a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues and not a repeated
eigenvalue.
The ODE of (3.1) can then be rewritten as a DAE with reduced dimension, but
it should be noted that DAE solvers are in general not as advanced and well
developed as ODE solvers [1]. This type of reduction is generally associated
with the G-Scheme [64], which is a recent method based on the same principles
as CSP.
In both cases, some error will still be introduced. This is because the ai vectors are
only locally valid and depend upon the state. This means that the vectors may no
longer adequately represent the fast and slow directions by the end of a timestep, but
a correction can then be applied to bring the solution closer to the correct position
on the manifold; more details are provided in [22, 23].
Although both cases above appear to offer computational savings, they are actu-
ally not beneficial in practice because of the expense of the additional CSP processing.
However, these techniques can be combined with a tabulation scheme to avoid having
to recompute the vectors at every timestep [25, 33, 37]; this has been found to give
a decrease in computational expense compared to running the full model with no
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reduction without significant loss of accuracy compared to standard CSP.
Both cases can offer good accuracy compared to the full model when used with
an appropriate error threshold for choosing the fast modes, but it should be noted
that they are heuristic methods with no error guarantees.
3.2.1 CSP radicals
The species removed during dimension reduction are known as CSP radicals; to ensure
that it is valid to remove these species by substitution in the equations, they must be
selected as the species with concentrations that change significantly in fast directions.
Note that these CSP radicals are also often chemical radicals, but this need not always
be the case. Mathematically, these species are identified as the M largest radical
pointers, which are defined to be the diagonal elements of:
M∑
i=1
aib
i (3.11)
In other model reduction schemes, such as QSSA and Partial Equilibrium, it is often
unclear as to which species should be removed. The correct choice even in these
schemes is to use the CSP radical. This is explained in detail in [22] and a more
thorough mathematical definition can be found in [63].
3.3 CSP for simplification
3.3.1 Definitions
CSP can be used to provide diagnostic information from the full model; this infor-
mation can then be used to develop simplification schemes. Two types of diagnostic
information are mentioned frequently in the literature - participation indices and
importance indices:
 Participation indices measure the relevance of a reaction k to a CSP vector i.
These are not used in this work, but are presented here for completeness (where
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NR is the number of unidirectional reactions such that each reversible reaction
is counted as two separate reactions):
P ik =
bi · skF k∑NR
j=1 |bi · sjF j|
(3.12)
 Importance indices measure the relevance of a reaction k to a species i in either
a fast or slow sense by projecting the stoichiometric vector of k onto the fast or
slow CSP vectors. Mathematically, these are given by:
(I ik)slow =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑N−Nc
s=M+1[as]i(b
s · sk)F k∑NR
j=1
∣∣∣∑N−Ncs=M+1[as]i(bs · sj)F j∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.13)
(I ik)fast =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑M
s=1[as]i(b
s · sk)F k∑NR
j=1
∣∣∣∑Ms=1[as]i(bs · sj)F j∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.14)
A further normalization should be carried out to give importance indices be-
tween 0 and 1 because this allows for more meaningful comparison of impor-
tance indices under different conditions [60]. Without this normalization, the
range of values (and even orders of magnitude) varies widely, especially at dif-
ferent values of M . The I ik defined above are rescaled for each i by dividing by
max {I im | 1 ≤ m ≤ NR}.
Note that fast importance is only considered to be a valid concept for radical
species, which were defined above in section 3.2.1. Both importance measures
are only considered to be meaningful for non-trace species, where trace species
are those with only a negligible concentration [61].
3.3.2 The Valorani algorithm
This algorithm makes use of CSP importance indices to identify species and reactions
that should be retained in a reaction mechanism [61]. A set of target species of interest
must be declared in advance; this is denoted by S0 and will generally contain some of
the major species and temperature. The algorithm works by applying a threshold η
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to importance indices, so this must also be decided in advance. The algorithm itself
is as follows (where R denotes reaction sets, S denotes species sets, and the suffix rad
denotes only the current CSP radicals in the set):
Sglobal is empty
Rglobal is empty
for all initial conditions and times of interest indexed by i do
S0i = S0
R0i is empty
j = 0
repeat
Rj+1i = {k | (Ipk)slow > η for any p ∈ Sji }
⋃{k | (Ipk)fast > η for any p ∈ (Sji )rad}
Sj+1i = { species involved in reactions in Rj+1i }
j = j + 1
until Sji = S
j−1
i
Sglobal = Sglobal
⋃
Sji
Rglobal = Rglobal
⋃
Rji
end for
Reduced sets of species and reactions have now been found. Note that an optional
additional step is to recover all remaining reactions that involve only the species in the
final reduced set; computational expense generally scales only linearly with number
of reactions and quadratically with number of species, so full reaction recovery is
relatively cheap and is always performed in this work whenever the Valorani algorithm
is used.
3.3.3 Performance of the Valorani algorithm
The algorithm was used in [60, 61] to gain insight into mechanism structure by varying
the threshold parameter η - it was found that reactions involved in the same path
of the mechanism tended to be removed at similar threshold values. Furthermore, it
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was found that the algorithm could be used to generate simplified mechanisms for
GRI-Mech 3.0 that would speed up computation by up to 8 times before errors in the
reaction profile became unacceptable.
This algorithm is however only a heuristic and good performance is not always
guaranteed. To demonstrate this, the ignition delay was selected as an error measure
and then the Valorani algorithm was compared to an exhaustive combinatorial search
over all possible reduced mechanisms of every given size that still contained S0. Such
a search was highly computationally expensive and was applied to a modified GRI-
Mech 3.0 mechanism; the original mechanism was too large for a combinatorial search
to be tractable, so nitrogen chemistry was removed to reduce it to only 34 species.
Although essential for tracking pollutants, the nitrogen chemistry does not have a
significant impact on the combustion of methane. Even with the reduced size, it was
still not possible to run a combinatorial search for some intermediate mechanism sizes
in a reasonable time.
Figure 3-2 demonstrates that it is possible to find better mechanisms than with
the Valorani algorithm at any given size. However, the Valorani algorithm ran in only
minutes, compared to days for the exhaustive combinatorial search. Furthermore, the
ignition delay is only one error measure and does not track significant differences in
reaction profile or even ensure that equilibrium conditions do not change significantly,
although it was also found that differences in equilibrium were not apparent except
for some of the smallest mechanisms that could only be generated with the exhaustive
search and not with the Valorani algorithm. From this it would seem reasonable to
conclude that significant improvements to the Valorani algorithm are possible for the
larger mechanism sizes, but performance of the Valorani algorithm is already likely
to be sufficient here anyway due to the small relative error in ignition delay.
Finally, it is unlikely that any heuristic algorithm would be able to achieve the
small errors shown in the exhaustive search for the largest mechanism sizes; figure
3-3 demonstrates that this small error is confined to a very small number of reduced
mechanisms, whereas the error in the majority is in the higher range found by the
Valorani algorithm.
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Figure 3-2: Error in ignition delay (defined as a temperature rise to 5% of peak)
for simplified mechanisms generated with the Valorani algorithm compared to those
generated by an exhaustive combinatorial search for each mechanism size. Full mech-
anism is GRI-Mech 3.0 with nitrogen chemistry removed; this contains 34 species.
Initial temperature was 1000 K and error is the average over five initial states with
equal amounts of methane and hydrogen and uniformly spaced mixture ratios from
0.6 to 2.
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Figure 3-3: Error in ignition delay (defined as a temperature rise to 5% of peak) for
every possible reduced mechanism of a few sizes under the same conditions as figure
3-2. Those not shown are clustered together in the same way as size 30, but a small
number of mechanisms significantly outperform the others for the three largest sizes;
this is reflected in the superior performance of these three specific sizes in figure 3-2.
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Chapter 4
Uncertainty Quantification Tools
A variety of uncertainty quantification tools can be used to examine the impact of
uncertainty in reaction rate parameters on outputs of interest. The output used for
examples in this section is ignition time, but other outputs are mentioned in section
5.2 and chapter 7. Note that the sensitivity results and polynomial chaos expansion
were in terms of log ignition time to ensure non-negativity.
4.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulations can be used to quantify how uncertainty in the rate parame-
ters propagates through the chemical kinetics model. They simply involve evaluating
the model at a large number of samples until convergence is achieved in the output
pdfs of interest. However, convergence is slow and so large numbers of expensive
function evaluations are typically required - convergence in expected value is only
proportional to 1/√n, where n is the number of samples [24]. In this work, 25000
samples was found to be a reasonable number to use for the mechanisms and outputs
under consideration. As an example, figure 4-1 demonstrates the convergence of pdfs
of ignition delay for GRIMech 3.0 under specific initial conditions.
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Figure 4-1: Convergence of Monte Carlo sampling of ignition delay output for
GRIMech 3.0 with uncertainty in the hydrogen-oxygen reactions at initial tempera-
ture of 1000 K in a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. The distribution of the input
random variables is as described later in chapter 5. The numbers in the legend are
different numbers of samples.
Random samples were generated using the GNU Scientific Library (GSL), which
implements a number of different algorithms for generating random samples from a
choice of distributions [9]. In terms of guaranteed lack of correlation between samples,
the most reliable random number generator available in GSL is RANLUX; details on
this algorithm can be found in [17, 29].
4.2 Polynomial Chaos
A Polynomial Chaos (PC) representation is a surrogate for a full model that depends
on uncertain parameters. The full model is expensive to evaluate, but a polynomial
chaos model is simply a polynomial function of random variables and so it is cheap to
evaluate. The fundamentals of PC are described in this section, but more extensive
descriptions of PC and other related techniques can be found in [24, 21, 67, 36].
Denote by ξ the vector containing the H independent random variables of interest;
these are the uncertain rate parameters in this work. Denote the outputs of interest by
u(ξ,θ), where θ contains the deterministic parameters that include initial conditions
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and rates of non-random reactions. The order P polynomial chaos representation of
u(ξ,θ) is in terms of multi-dimensional basis functions Ψi(ξ) and coefficients ui(θ):
u(ξ,θ) =
∑
||i||1≤P
ui(θ) Ψi(ξ) (4.1)
The multi-dimensional basis functions Ψi(ξ) are products of single dimensional basis
functions φq(ξj) (where q denotes order) and are determined by the entries of the
multi-index i, as shown:
Ψi(ξ) =
H∏
j=1
φij(ξj) (4.2)
The φq(ξj) are generally chosen as orthogonal polynomials to reduce computational
expense because it is then straightforward to find the ui(θ) from:
E [u(ξ,θ)Ψi(ξ)] = ui(θ)E [Ψi(ξ)] (4.3)
The expectation on the right can be evaluated analytically, but the expectation on the
left must be evaluated numerically with either an intrusive or non-intrusive approach.
An intrusive approach involves reformulating the governing ODE to directly calculate
PC coefficients instead of the original output; this is generally the most accurate and
efficient approach. However, it requires the code to be completely rewritten and,
more significantly, it is not straightforward when the output of interest is not an
explicit function of the state vector governed by the ODE. For example, a method
for computing a PC expansion of the ignition time is not clear.
An alternative non-intrusive approach requires computing the expectation integral
through quadrature. This is more expensive, but the main ODE solver code does not
need to be changed and it is straightforward to evaluate the log ignition time PC
expansion. This approach was used in this work and a brief overview of techniques
is given in section 4.2.2.
Having decided on using a non-intrusive approach, it only remains to select an
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appropriate polynomial order. An order 4 polynomial was found to be sufficient in
most cases and this is demonstrated in figure 4-2. Note that pdfs were verified for
many representative sets of reactions and initial conditions under consideration to
give confidence that an appropriate order was selected.
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Figure 4-2: A pdf constructed from a polynomial chaos expansion of order 4 matches
the full model pdf for GRIMech 3.0 when uncertainty is introduced into the CH4-
CH3 reactions for an initial temperature of 1000 K with a stoichiometric methane-air
mixture. The distribution of the input random variables is as described later in
chapter 5.
4.2.1 Augmenting the PC basis
Polynomial chaos expansions are only capable of approximating smooth functions.
This means that they cannot be used to represent importance indices directly because
of the discontinuous changes that occur when M changes, as seen in equations (3.13)
and (3.14). This issue is discussed again in chapter 5.
Forming PC expansions of the CSP vectors is also problematic because there are
discontinuities in eigenvectors when eigenvalues cross. If the locations of these discon-
tinuities are known, then the PC basis polynomials can be augmented with functions
designed to fit them. However, this involves considerable additional computational
expense because these new functions are not orthogonal to the polynomials. Fur-
thermore, it has been found that these functions must capture the location of the
discontinuity precisely and do not improve accuracy if there is even a small error in
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the location. They are therefore generally not useful in practice because the output
must always be known exactly in order to generate a PC representation, but clearly
the PC representation is not needed when the output is already known. More in-
formation on stochastic eigenvalue problems in relation to polynomial chaos can be
found in [12, 13].
There has also been recent work on attempting to exploit the structure of the
Jacobians in chemical kinetics problems to create polynomial chaos approximations
to the CSP vectors without the problems associated with discontinuities. This will
not be discussed further here, but more information can be found in [49].
4.2.2 Quadrature
It is useful to provide a brief overview of quadrature-based techniques for comput-
ing expectation integrals for polynomial chaos in the non-intrusive case. The most
obvious approach is to evaluate multi-dimensional integrals simply by taking tensor
products of a 1D quadrature rule, but this is very inefficient and rapidly becomes
computationally intractable as the number of dimensions increases.
Sparse quadrature schemes are a more effective alternative; the boundaries of
the space are filled with quadrature points according to the 1D rule, while only a
relatively small number of points are used in the interior by an extrapolation of the
quadrature rule to high dimensions. The sets of quadrature points are generally built
in hierarchies, so the level of grid refinement can be increased until the integrals
computed at two successive refinement levels yield values that are within a user-
specified error tolerance of each other. This procedure is demonstrated in figure
4-3, where examples of sparse grids at different refinement levels are shown. More
details can be found in [10], which also contains references for other non-quadrature
approaches, such as Monte Carlo integration.
Finally, dimension adaptive sparse quadrature (DASQ) controls the level of grid
refinement in each direction depending on the degree of non-linearity of the function
in that dimension. This can clearly result in substantial computational time and
memory savings in many cases, especially when very high dimensional functions are
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Figure 4-3: Clenshaw-Curtis sparse grids for a 2D input with increasing levels of
refinement from left to right.
highly non-linearly in only a small number of dimensions. A DASQ scheme based on
Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature was used in this work to calculate the PC integrals. A
full description of the method and can be found in [11].
4.3 Global Sensitivity Analysis
Global sensitivity analysis determines the extent to which the input parameters are
responsible for the output variance, both individually and in groups. First order and
total effect sensitivities were used in this work and will be discussed here briefly; more
details and descriptions of other sensitivity indices can be found in [53].
When a scalar output u depends on input random variables ξ, the contribution of
a particular ξi to the variance of u can be determined by starting with the following
decompositions (where the notation ξ∼i indicates all elements of ξ except for ξi):
varξ(u) = varξi
(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)
+ Eξi
[
varξ∼i(u | ξi)
]
(4.4)
varξ(u) = varξ∼i (Eξi [u | ξ∼i]) + Eξ∼i [varξi(u | ξ∼i)] (4.5)
The first term on the right of equation (4.4) is the variance explained by ξi acting
alone. Similarly, the first term on the right of equation (4.5) is the variance explained
by the elements of ξ∼i acting either alone or on in combination with each other, but
not with ξi. The second term on the right of this equation therefore indicates the
variance contribution from ξi both when acting alone and in combination with any
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of the other random variables. After rescaling, these are used to define first order Si
and total effect STi sensitivity indices for ξi:
Si =
varξi
(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)
varξ(u)
(4.6)
STi =
Eξ∼i [varξi(u | ξ∼i)]
varξ(u)
= 1− varξ∼i (Eξi [u | ξ∼i])
varξ(u)
(4.7)
These are useful for model simplification because they indicate the impact of removing
reactions on the output pdf; this has implications for a successful model reduction
strategy. Further discussion of the utility of sensitivity indices will be presented in
chapters 5 and 7.
4.3.1 Combined effect sensitivities
First order sensitivities measure the effect of a random variable acting on the variance
alone. Total effect sensitivities measure the effect of a random variable on the variance
whether acting alone or in combination with any of the other variables. More detailed
information can be found by calculating the combined effect of specific groups of
random variables acting together; explicit forms for these combined effect sensitivities
will not be given here, as they are not used individually in this work and details
can be found in [53]. However, the overall significance of these combined effects
can be identified simply by looking at the sum of the Si or STi ; this can be seen
by decomposing the variance with the ANOVA-HDMR (Analysis of Variance High
Dimensional Model Representation), noting that n is the stochastic dimension and
multiple subscript suffices identify the species involved in a particular combined effect
sensitivity index:
1 =
∑
i
Si +
∑
i
∑
j>i
Sij +
∑
i
∑
j>i
∑
k>j
Sijk + . . .+ S1,2,...,n (4.8)
The left hand side is 1 because sensitivity indices are all scaled by varξ(u), as in the
Si and STi definitions above. All sensitivity indices are positive and ST i is the sum
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of all sensitivities that include i (either by itself or with others), so the following are
both indicators of the size of the combined effects:(∑
i
STi
)
− 1 1−
∑
i
Si (4.9)
4.3.2 Calculating Sensitivity Indices
The sensitivity indices given in equations (4.6) and (4.7) can be calculated easily
with polynomial chaos expansions. An outline of the derivation for Si is presented
in this section with respect to a scalar output u (which may depend on additional
deterministically chosen parameters that are not explicitly indicated here). Some
preliminary results are required:
Eξ∼i [u | ξi] =
∑
||j||1≤P
uj Eξ∼i
[
Ψj(ξ)
∣∣∣ ξi] (4.10)
where Eξ∼i
[
Ψj(ξ)
∣∣∣ ξi] = Eξ∼i
[
H∏
m=1
φjm(ξm)
∣∣∣∣∣ ξi
]
(by independence) = Eξ∼i
[
φji(ξi)
∣∣∣∣ ξi]∏
m6=i
Eξ∼i [φjm(ξm)]
= φji(ξi)
∏
m6=i
δ0jm (4.11)
The last step above assumed that the order 0 orthogonal polynomials are normalized
to 1. The variance can now be computed by invoking independence again:
varξi
(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)
= Eξi
[(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)2]− Eξi [Eξ∼i [u | ξi]]2 (4.12)
where Eξi
[
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
]
= u0 (4.13)
and Eξi
[(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)2]
= Eξi
 ∑
||j||1≤P
∑
||k||1≤P
ujφji(ξi)ukφki(ξi)
∏
m6=i
δ0jm
∏
n6=i
δ0kn

=
∑
||j||1≤P
u2j Eξi
[
φ2ji
]∏
m6=i
δ0jm (4.14)
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Note that varξ(u) can be computed with similar working, so Si is:
Si =
varξi
(
Eξ∼i [u | ξi]
)
varξ(u)
=
∑
||j||1≤P
||j||1>0
u2j Eξi
[
φ2ji
]∏
m 6=i
δ0jm
∑
||j||1≤P
||j||1>0
u2j
H∏
l=1
Eξi
[
φ2jl
] (4.15)
Similarly, STi is:
STi = 1−
varξ∼i (Eξi [u | ξ∼i])
varξ(u)
=
∑
||j||1≤P
||j||1>0
u2j δ0ji
∏
m 6=i
Eξi
[
φ2jm
]
∑
||j||1≤P
||j||1>0
u2j
H∏
l=1
Eξi
[
φ2jl
] (4.16)
4.3.3 Local Sensitivity Analysis
Although there has been recent work involving global sensitivity analysis in chemical
kinetics (for example, see [71]), the term sensitivity analysis has more often been
used in theliterature to refer to local sensitivity analyses. These are not variance-
based techniques and instead involve examining local derivatives at different states.
This is less sophisticated because it only accounts for the sensitivity of an output
to a parameter at specific points and not over the entire range. It also does not
implicitly consider the range of uncertainty. Neither of these short-comings is present
in the variance-based global sensitivity analysis presented above. More details on
these local techniques and situations in which they have been used can be found in
[59, 58, 57, 55, 43].
4.4 Simplification at Quadrature Points
By simplifying a mechanism separately at each quadrature point in the domain of
uncertainty, the differences and similarities between all possible reduced mechanisms
can be observed. In particular, the intersection and union of these mechanisms can
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be found; the difference in their sizes gives an indication of the number of degrees of
freedom available in the choice of a simplified mechanism of given size in this region.
If that number is close to zero, then it is a strong indicator that a largely deterministic
algorithm will be suitable without significant extra work to account for uncertainty.
The frequency with which different species occur and the distribution of reduced
mechanisms among the quadrature points can also provide insight into simplification
under uncertainty. These ideas will be explored in more detail in chapters 5 and 7.
Note that simplification will be carried out at DASQ points to reduce computa-
tional overhead. The DASQ routine is designed to compute an integrand and chooses
the points based on the degree of non-linearity of the integrand in each direction; the
integrand selected for this investigation was the log ignition time.
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Chapter 5
An Investigation of the
Relationship between Sensitivity
and Importance of Reactions
This section explores the relationship between sensitivity and importance of reactions.
Existing deterministic simplification methods consider some measure of importance
or participation, but information on variance-based sensitivity is needed to extend
these ideas to an uncertain context. Although no new scheme is presented in this
chapter, it is hoped that the ideas given here will be able to inform the development
of such a scheme.
5.1 Case studies
As mentioned in chapter 1, the GRI-Mech 3.0 methane-air combustion mechanism
is used for all case studies in this work. As it is not computationally feasible to
meaningfully study uncertainty in all 325 reactions at once, smaller groups had to be
selected. Figure 5-1 demonstrates the different paths through the mechanism from
methane to its products; this aided the selection of appropriate groups of uncertain
reactions:
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Figure 5-1: Pathways through the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism from methane to its
products. Image courtesy of Habib N. Najm, Sandia National Laboratories.
 CH4 to CH3: these reactions clearly form a distinct group that affects every
pathway in the mechanism.
 Hydrogen-oxygen reactions: these reactions are not explicitly shown in the
figure because they do not involve products of methane, but it is clear that
hydrogen, oxygen, and their radicals are involved at every step. Introducing
uncertainty into the reactions that only involve these species should therefore
have a significant effect on the entire mechanism.
Changes to activation energy generally have a more noticeable impact than changes
to the other Arrhenius parameters, so only uncertainties in activation energy were
considered. This had the additional benefit of further reducing the stochastic dimen-
sion because some of the reactions in the two groups have zero activation energy and
therefore are not affected when uncertainty is introduced, as all uncertainties are rel-
ative to the original values. For reference, the uncertain reactions in these two groups
are given in tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Uncertainty factors for reaction rate parameters were defined in section 1.1.2.
Although uncertainty factors with log normal distributions are available, this study
used uniform distributions for convenience and altered the standard uncertainty fac-
tor definition to give the bounds of the uniform distribution rather than 2.5% and
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Number Equation EA (cal/mol)
11 O + CH4 OH + CH3 8600
52 H + CH3(+M) CH4(+M) 536
53 H + CH4  CH3 + H2 10840
98 OH + CH4  CH3 + H2O 3120
139 CH2 + CH4  2CH3 8270
150 CH2(S) + CH4  2CH3 -570
157 CH3 + H2O2  HO2 + CH4 5180
161 CH3 + CH2O HCO + CH4 5860
162 CH3 + CH3OH CH2OH + CH4 9940
163 CH3 + CH3OH CH3O + CH4 9940
164 CH3 + C2H4  C2H3 + CH4 9200
165 CH3 + C2H6  C2H5 + CH4 10450
303 CH3 + CH3CHO→ CH3 + CH4 + CO 5920
317 CH3 + C3H8  C3H7 + CH4 7154
Table 5.1: Reactions corresponding to uncertainty in methane chemistry.
Number Equation EA (cal/mol)
3 O + H2  H + OH 6260
5 O + H2O2  OH + HO2 4000
38 H + O2  O + OH 17041
44 H + HO2  O + H2O 671
45 H + HO2  O2 + H2 1068
46 H + HO2  2OH 635
47 H + H2O2  HO2 + H2 5200
48 H + H2O2  OH + H2O 3600
84 OH + H2  H + H2O 3430
86 2OH O + H2O -2110
87 OH + HO2  O2 + H2O -500
88 OH + H2O2  HO2 + H2O 427
89 OH + H2O2  HO2 + H2O 29410
115 2HO2  O2 + H2O2 -1630
116 2HO2  O2 + H2O2 12000
Table 5.2: Reactions corresponding to uncertainty in hydrogen-oxygen chemistry.
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97.5% intervals. All uncertainty factors were 1.25 unless mentioned otherwise. The
sole exception to this is reaction 38 in hydrogen-oxygen uncertainty; the system is
highly sensitive to this reaction and so an uncertainty factor of 1.05 was found to be
more reasonable. Although these uncertainty factors are artificial for this particular
mechanism, they do not affect the validity of the conclusions of this work, as the aim
is to make observations that are hopefully broadly applicable; further tests can then
be carried on other reaction mechanisms.
The initial conditions used in the studies in this section are mentioned separately
in each case. These generally consist of an a temperature of 1000 K or 1200 K with an
initial stoichiometric mixture, either of methane with air or methane and hydrogen
with air. Pressure is constant and is always chosen to be 1 atmosphere.
5.2 Importance Indices
For this work, the outputs of interest are the importance indices and ignition time (or
log ignition time for polynomial chaos expansions and sensitivity analysis, as men-
tioned in chapter 4). However, importance indices refer to values at specific timesteps
and concentrations. As the reaction profiles are different at each rate sample, it is
not valid to compare importance indices at the same timestep between samples. One
possible approach is to identify an alternative progress variable, such as temperature
or particular species concentration, but this does not necessarily capture an equiva-
lent stage of the reaction for all outputs - the effect of a change in reaction rate may
be more dramatic for some species than others. Furthermore, these progress variables
are not guaranteed to be monotonic.
Time-averaged and maximum importance indices were considered instead. These
are not as meaningful as individual importance indices at each step, but they can
justifiably be compared between samples. Both are computed individually for each
species-reaction pair over the scaled importance indices at every timestep for specific
initial conditions. Maximum importance indices retain the useful scaling between 0
and 1, but they are not smooth and hence are not suitable for use with polynomial
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Figure 5-2: Time evolution of two example importance indices for the reaction
O + CH4 → OH + CH3 in GRI-Mech 3.0 with initial conditions of 1000 K and a
stoichiometric methane-air mixture.
chaos, as described in section 4.2. As a result, time-averaged importance indices
are used instead in this work. It was found that averaging over a complete reaction
profile resulted in a loss of information, as the impact of reactions that are only briefly
important during the ignition region becomes diluted if the reaction takes longer to
reach equilibrium; examples of these brief periods of importance can be seen in the
sample CO2 importance index time evolution plot in figure 5-2, which is contrasted
with a plot in which importance is spread over a larger region. To mitigate this
effect, time-averaging was performed separately over the pre-ignition, ignition, and
post-ignition regions.
The notation (I ik)
avgr will be used to denote time-averaged importance indices in
region r, where r is one of the three regions just listed. Note that time-averaging of
fast importance indices is only over timesteps at which the species i is a radical, as
the fast importance index is not meaningful elsewhere - this was explained in chapter
3.
5.3 Global Sensitivity Analysis Results
Log ignition time global sensitivity analyses were run for the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism
in a number of cases; importance index sensitivity has not been examined so far, but
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will be the subject of future work. The two uncertainty cases given in the introduction
to this chapter were tested at various initial conditions and a representative set of
results is shown in figure 5-3. It was clear in every case that only a very small number
of the uncertain reactions contributed to the variance because both the first order and
total effect sensitivity indices of the remaining reactions were zero or at least close
to zero. This is particularly noteworthy in the case of hydrogen-oxygen uncertainty
because almost all of the variance is due to reaction 38, even though its uncertainty
factor is smaller than those of the other reactions.
Furthermore, it was clear that the degree of interaction between reactions was
negligible in five of the six examples shown here - the first order sensitivities all
summed to slightly less than one and the total effect sensitivities all summed to
slightly more than one. The combined effect was still low in the remaining example,
as it was responsible for less than 10% of the output variance.
5.3.1 Comparison to importance
Importance here was measured at nominal values only. Even then, importance indices
are always local in nature and apply to specific species-reaction pairs at specific states,
so a measure of total importance for each reaction is not immediately clear. The
measure used here for the slow importance of reaction k is (where r represents region
- pre-ignition, ignition, or post-ignition):
F kslow{max
r
[ (I ik)
avgr
slow ]} (5.1)
where F kslow can be i for temperature only, max over i in S0, or mean over i in S0
S0 now consists of temperature and the set of major species. This may not be an
ideal measure of total importance in all situations, but it serves here as an indicator of
whether or not a reaction is ever important. Furthermore, as will be seen shortly when
results are presented, the average slow importance over S0 is always high whenever
the maximum is high or the temperature importance is high, which suggests that
a reaction important to one species in S0 is often important to most of the others
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(c) Type A, IC: 1000 K, CH4 only
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(d) Type A, IC: 1200 K, CH4 only
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Figure 5-3: Sensitivity indices for log ignition time of GRI-Mech 3.0 at stoichiometric
mixture ratios. Type A refers to uncertainty in methane chemistry and type B to
uncertainty in hydrogen-oxygen chemistry. Initial conditions (IC) are indicated in
individual figure subtitles. The differences of the summations of these sensitivity
indices from 1 give an indication of the sensitivity of log ignition time to reactions
when acting together rather than alone.
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too; this consistency indicates that the importance measure is meaningful and does
not just represent the impact on a small number of specific species that may not be
relevant in all applications. This tendency for temperature and some major species
to have similar importance is demonstrated by figure 5-4 for one specific GRI-Mech
3.0 reaction. The explanation for this effect is that the temperature and many of
the major species tend to depend strongly on each other and so reactions that are
important to one can generally be expected to also be important to the others.
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Figure 5-4: Time evolution of importance indices of temperature and some major
species for the reaction O+CH4 → OH+CH3 in GRI-Mech 3.0 with initial conditions
of 1000K and a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. This is a demonstration of the
similar importance of temperature and a number of major species in many reactions.
The pre-ignition, ignition, and post-ignition regions can clearly be seen here after
accounting for the initial transient, which is likely due to an absence of O in the
initial conditions.
A measure of fast importance must be applied to a set of CSP radicals Srad rather
than to S0, as discussed in chapter 3. The set of radicals changes at each timestep,
but it was convenient to define Srad to be only the set of species that were designated
radicals most often; these were defined as the species that were designated radicals
over a total time equivalent equal to at least 25% of the longest time in which any
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particular radical was designated. The fast importance measure was then:
F kfast{max
r
[ (I ik)
avgr
fast ]} (5.2)
where F kfast can be max over i in Srad or mean over i in Srad
Importance results are presented in figures 5-5 and 5-6. The cases shown here corre-
spond to those used for the sensitivity index study in figure 5-3. It is interesting to
note from these plots that important reactions need not be sensitive, but all sensitive
reactions had non-zero importance. Plots 5-5(c) and 5-5(d) further indicate that the
most important reaction need not be the most sensitive. It is therefore clear that an
uncertainty-aware simplification algorithm must consider the impact of sensitivity as
a separate concept from importance.
5.3.2 Anisotropy
A brief study was carried out to check for a link between sensitivity and anisotropy,
which was represented here by differences in the numbers of unique values of each
parameter in the DASQ grid. Results are shown in figure 5-7 and it appears that, at
least under this measure, there is no consistent link over the six examples between
anisotropy and sensitivity. This is not contradictory, as the level of DASQ refinement
in each direction is a measure of the degree of non-linearity - this concept is distinct
from sensitivity, as a linear function can be very sensitive if it has a steep gradient.
5.3.3 Analysis
It was noted above that all sensitive reactions were also important; this should be
expected in general because it would not be possible for a reaction to affect the ig-
nition delay if it was of no importance to the temperature or major species. The
explanation for the zero sensitivity result on many of the important reactions is that
the system was largely constrained by other rate limiting reactions and hence mod-
erate changes to the rate of these insensitive reactions had no significant effect - the
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(c) Type A, IC: 1000 K, CH4 only
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(d) Type A, IC: 1200 K, CH4 only
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(e) Type B, IC: 1000 K, CH4 & H2
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(f) Type B, IC: 1200 K, CH4 & H2
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Figure 5-5: Measures of slow importance for conditions corresponding to the sensi-
tivity analysis plots of figure 5-3.
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(c) Type A, IC: 1000 K, CH4 only
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(d) Type A, IC: 1200 K, CH4 only
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Figure 5-6: Measures of fast importance for conditions corresponding to the sensitivity
analysis plots of figure 5-3.
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(b) Type A, IC: 1200 K, CH4 & H2
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(c) Type A, IC: 1000 K, CH4 only
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(e) Type B, IC: 1000 K, CH4 & H2
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Figure 5-7: Measures of anisotropy for conditions corresponding to the sensitivity
analysis plots of figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-8: The insensitivity of temperature to the activation energy of reaction 52
at an initial temperature of 1000 K with both methane and hydrogen present. Note
the narrow range of values on the y-axes compared to figure 5-9. The average slow
importance here is the maximum of the time-average over the pre-ignition, ignition,
and post-ignition regions. The dashed vertical lines indicates the nominal activation
energy.
constraint was still active. This can be demonstrated by examining how temperature
importance and ignition time change as reaction rate parameters are varied. The re-
actions selected for this demonstration were from uncertainty in methane chemistry
at an initial temperature of 1000 K with both methane and hydrogen present. Plots
are shown in figure 5-8 for reaction 52 (which is important, but not sensitive) and in
figure 5-9 for reaction 98 (which is both important and sensitive). Comparing these
two figures clearly shows the difference between a reaction that is constrained and a
reaction that is not.
It is possible to remove a constraint by a sufficiently large change in reaction rate
in one direction - the appropriate direction depends on whether the constraint is on
the products or the reactants. However, the required change is clearly larger than the
range of uncertainty if the reaction is insensitive. Similarly, a rate-controlling reaction
is itself likely to become constrained if the rate is changed to a sufficient extent. This
is demonstrated in figure 5-10, where a much larger range of activation energies is
used to show that a plateau is eventually reached; the reaction is constrained in this
region.
It was noted earlier that there is no significant combined effect sensitivity; this is
potentially highly significant, as it means that a model simplification scheme designed
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Figure 5-9: The sensitivity of temperature to the activation energy of reaction 98
at an initial temperature of 1000 K with both methane and hydrogen present. Note
the wide range of values on the y-axes compared to figure 5-8. The average slow
importance here is the maximum of the time-average over the pre-ignition, ignition,
and post-ignition regions. The dashed vertical lines indicates the nominal activation
energy.
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Figure 5-10: The sensitivity of temperature to the activation energy of reaction 98
at an initial temperature of 1000 K with both methane and hydrogen present in a
stoichiometric mixture. A very large range of uncertainty has now been applied to
demonstrate that the reaction eventually becomes constrained, even though it was
previously seen to be rate-controlling in the region around the nominal value, which
is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
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to consider uncertainty need only treat uncertain reactions individually rather than
in large high dimensional groups. This is a major advantage because characterizing
probability distributions or forming polynomial chaos expansions is very cheap in a
single dimension compared to higher dimensions due to the ‘curse of dimensionality.’
However, this lack of significant combined effect sensitivity remains to be confirmed
in general with further experimentation over a wide variety of mechanisms.
5.4 Simplification at Quadrature Points
Results for simplifying the mechanism separately at each quadrature point are given
in figure 5-11 for two initial conditions under two different ranges of uncertainty.
It is unsurprisingly shown that there are more degrees of freedom at all threshold
values when the uncertainty is increased; there should therefore be low confidence in
the applicability of simplified models generated at nominal values when significant
uncertainty is present.
The more interesting result is that a significant percentage of the simplified model
species are present at all quadrature points; this can hopefully be used to reduce the
computational expense of a model simplification algorithm that acts under uncer-
tainty. Similarly, species not present in the union can definitely be excluded from a
simplified model. Although some expense is required to identify the union and inter-
section, it is not significant. The standard uncertainty plots in figure 5-11 required
only 37 function evaluations each. The higher uncertainty plots required fewer than
300 evaluations - this is negligible compared to the many thousands of evaluations
required in Monte Carlo simulations and is also cheaper than calculating only a sin-
gle coefficient in a polynomial chaos expansion, as only a low DASQ tolerance was
required.
Note that convergence of the intersection and union plots was reasonable even
with these low numbers of function evaluations and low DASQ tolerance; as an ex-
ample, figure 5-12 is a convergence demonstration for one of the standard uncertainty
plots. This figure was produced by gradually decreasing the error tolerance on the
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(c) 1200 K, standard uncertainty
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(d) 1200 K, high uncertainty
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Figure 5-11: Sizes of the union and intersection of simplified mechanisms for simpli-
fication at quadrature points with uncertainty in methane chemistry and an initial
stoichiometric mixture containing both hydrogen and methane. High uncertainty
refers to an uncertainty factor of 2 on all uncertain reactions instead of the standard
1.25.
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(d) 917 Function Evaluations
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Figure 5-12: Quadrature point simplification for the case of figure 5-11(a) repeated
at various more accurate quadrature levels; the original figure was for 37 function
evaluations. There is no significant change when the level of accuracy increases, so
the original figure was already close to the converged solution.
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Figure 5-13: Simplification at a threshold of 0.05 for uncertainty only in reaction
38, where simplified mechanisms at the quadrature points were of sizes 47-48. The
inadequacy of nominal value simplification in an uncertain context can clearly be
seen, as the nominal value model fails to predict ignition delay when the activation
energy changes. The mechanisms reduced individually at each local value are a much
closer match and the union of these mechanisms matches the full model precisely.
integral computed by the DASQ routine in order to generate a larger number of grid
points. There is no significant change when the number of function evaluations is
increased well beyond 37, even though the error tolerance was decreased by 4 orders
of magnitude in the most accurate plot.
5.4.1 The need for uncertainty-aware simplification
Reduction at quadrature points in only a single dimension can be used to see the
difference in performance between simplification at a nominal value and simplification
at each quadrature point; the mechanism generated at a nominal value fails to predict
the ignition delay when the activation energy of a highly uncertain reaction changes
even slightly. This demonstrates why an uncertainty-aware algorithm is desirable to
increase confidence in the quality of the simplified model.
5.5 Summary
It has been demonstrated in this section that a simplification algorithm needs to be
aware of uncertainty in order to provide reliable results. The stochastic dimension of
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the problem is very high and this would generally indicate significant (and perhaps
unreasonable) computational expense. However, it has been demonstrated here that
an output of interest (ignition delay) is sensitive to only a small number of inputs.
This result was also recently confirmed in [50]. As a result, the stochastic dimen-
sion can be reduced dramatically before applying an uncertainty-aware simplification
algorithm.
The uncertain inputs appear to act individually rather than together in most
cases. This suggests that each stochastic dimension can be considered individually
in separate one dimensional problems at far lower computational expense than would
be required for a single high dimensional problem. Even if this does not prove to
be generally true for all other mechanisms, the expense of the sensitivity analysis is
relatively low and so it will always be worth examining a mechanism to see if it can
be treated cheaply in this way.
Simplification at quadrature points demonstrated that it is possible to very cheaply
identify the number of degrees of freedom in a simplification problem. This result
could potentially be used to reduce the cost of a new uncertainty-aware simplification
algorithm.
The most significant conclusion is that any new uncertainty-aware simplification
algorithm must involve a consideration sensitivity in the global variance-based sense.
Relying only on a measure of importance is insufficient to determine the impact on
the ignition delay when a reaction is removed, especially when looking to preserve
the output pdf in the simplified model.
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Chapter 6
Modifying the Valorani algorithm
with CVaR
It has been shown that an uncertainty-aware simplification scheme must take account
of sensitivity if it is to be reliable. The modification presented in this chapter is an
early attempt at introducing uncertainty into the existing Valorani algorithm; it does
not consider sensitivity and so is certainly not a final answer, but it proposes a solution
to the issue of how to treat importance indices under uncertainty. It was mentioned in
chapter 5 that time-averaging importance indices separately across the pre-ignition,
ignition, and post-ignition regions allows for meaningful comparison between samples
of different uncertain rate parameters, but a distribution of importance indices now
exists instead of values at a single point and so a modification to the algorithm is
needed.
6.1 CVaR
A threshold must be applied to the importance indices in the Valorani algorithm;
a single value is therefore needed to characterize the distribution. Using the mean
is not suitable because it would result in an unreasonably low value that fails to
identify many of the occasions on which a given reaction is important; if a simplified
mechanism is to be valid throughout the domain of uncertainty, it must include
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reactions that are important with even fairly low (but still non-negligible) probability.
As the majority of the distribution must be captured, a more appropriate choice would
therefore be to use a confidence level γ (also known as the VaR - Value at Risk) with
probability α, where α = 0.95 would likely be the minimum suitable value:
P
(
(I ik)
avgr > γ
)
= α (6.1)
However, there are still some outstanding issues with this measure:
 Sensitivity to sampling error and random number generator quality; this is
particularly significant for reactions with a VaR that is close to the threshold,
as there is a sudden cut-off between being important and not important.
 Sensitivity to arbitrary threshold choice; there is no guidance on choosing the
threshold in the Valorani algorithm and it is designed to be varied to produce
mechanisms of different quality in order to reveal details about the structure of
the original mechanism, as explained in chapter 3. If the VaR is even just slightly
lower than this arbitrary threshold, then it would not be deemed important.
This is related to the third bullet below.
 No measure of risk; in using the VaR as an overall importance measure, it is as-
sumed that the remaining (1-α) fraction of importance indices is not sufficiently
more important than the VaR to introduce significant error in any region of the
uncertainty domain. However, this may not be the case and so a good measure
should account for the amount by which the importance of a reaction exceeds
the VaR, as it likely that it would be necessary to include a reaction with im-
portance that ever exceeds the VaR by a large amount at any time, even if in
only a small number of samples.
These issues can be addressed by using the CVaR (Conditional Value at Risk) instead
[46]. This is defined as:
CVaR = E
[
(I ik)
avgr | (I ik)avgr > γ
]
(6.2)
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Figure 6-1: The difference between VaR and CVaR for a specific example at an initial
temperature of 1000 K with an initial stoichiometric mixture of air with methane and
hydrogen.
This expectation is now a measure of risk; this addresses both the second and third
bullets listed above. Furthermore, the expectation operation provides additional
smoothing and this helps to address the first bullet. Figure 6-1 uses a specific example
to demonstrate the difference between the VaR and CVaR.
6.2 The updated algorithm
The Valorani algorithm of section 3.3.2 is repeated here with the CVaR modification,
where the CVaRs γslow and γfast are calculated by Monte Carlo sampling over the
chosen uncertain rate parameters:
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Sglobal is empty
Rglobal is empty
for all initial conditions of interest indexed by i do
S0i = S0
R0i is empty
j = 0
repeat
Compute γslow given by: P
(
(I ik)
avgr
slow > γ
slow
)
= α
Compute γfast given by: P
(
(I ik)
avgr
fast > γ
fast
)
= α
Cs = E
[
(I ik)
avgr
slow | (I ik)avgrslow > γslow
]
Cf = E
[
(I ik)
avgr
fast | (I ik)avgrfast > γfast
]
Rj+1i = {k |Cs > η for any p ∈ Sji }
⋃ {k |Cf > η for any p ∈ Sji }
Sj+1i = { species involved in reactions in Rj+1i }
j = j + 1
until Sji = S
j−1
i
Sglobal = Sglobal
⋃
Sji
Rglobal = Rglobal
⋃
Rji
end for
Note that it is no longer necessary to explicitly specify the set of radicals for the
species involved in the fast importance index check because they have already been
taken into account by the averaging process, as explained in chapter 5.
6.3 Results and conclusion
The new CVaR-based algorithm has been found to perform better than the original
Valorani algorithm for pdf reproduction in many cases. This is demonstrated by fig-
ures 6-2 and 6-3, in which simplified mechanisms were generated both by the Valorani
algorithm in a deterministic setting and by the CVaR-based algorithm over uncertain
rate parameters; the output pdfs of these two mechanisms were then compared when
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Figure 6-2: A K-L divergence comparison demonstrating that the CVaR-based algo-
rithm outperforms the original Valorani algorithm. Lower K-L divergence corresponds
to lower error. Note that the smallest mechanism sizes with large error in the CVaR
algorithm could not be generated with the Valorani algorithm. Sampling error in
calculating the K-L divergence was negligible and barely visible at this scale. Note
that the values below 10−8 effectively reflect full convergence - this is demonstrated
when comparing these values with figure 6-3. The conditions here were GRI-Mech 3.0
with methane uncertainty, initial temperature of 1000 K, and an initial stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and methane with air.
sampling over the same rate parameters. It is shown both by the K-L divergence
and the qualitative pdf comparisons that the CVaR-based algorithm selected better
models at smaller mechanism sizes, as their output pdfs are a much better match
with the full model than those of the original Valorani algorithm.
Despite the success of the CVaR algorithm in this example and others, there
are cases in which its performance is not better than or even slightly worse than
the Valorani algorithm. However, the author has not yet found any situations in
which CVaR is substantially worse than Valorani in the same way that Valorani is
substantially worse than CVaR in the above example. Further work is needed to
incorporate a measure of sensitivity into the algorithm and to explore the use of a
different measure of importance with the CVaR, as time-averaging is not ideal - the
clear normalization between 0 and 1 no longer applies and so it is not immediately
clear that it is meaningful to compare time-averaged importance indices from different
reactions to the same threshold.
The computation of the expectation is expensive and requires a large number of
samples, but it is hoped that polynomial chaos expansions of time-averaged impor-
tance indices could be used to increase performance if they are found to be sufficiently
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Figure 6-3: A pdf comparison demonstrating that the CVaR-based algorithm outper-
forms the original Valorani algorithm. The reduced model output pdfs are a much
better match for the full model pdf at small mechanism sizes for CVaR than Valo-
rani. This qualitative comparison corresponds to selected mechanism sizes from the
quantitative comparison in figure 6-2 under the same conditions.
smooth - this was briefly discussed in chapter 4. Running time for the algorithm is
now orders of magnitude longer than for the original algorithm in a deterministic
setting. It also takes far longer than simply forming the union of deterministically
reduced mechanisms at quadrature points in the uncertainty domain, as discussed in
chapter 5. However, this union is likely to be needlessly large and, although such an
approach works under uncertainty and is likely to result in accurate pdf reproduc-
tion, it does not take advantage of the uncertainty to allow for additional error. In
contrast, the CVaR-based approach is designed to satisfy this latter goal by allowing
for error when there is uncertainty by using a value of α lower than 1.
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Chapter 7
Overall Conclusion and Future
Work
It has been demonstrated that an uncertainty-aware simplification scheme must con-
sider both the importance of reactions and the sensitivity of outputs to those reac-
tions. However, an important additional step in this analysis will be to identify the
sensitivities of importance indices; this could allow for a CVaR-like approach, but
at each individual timestep without needing to use the unsatisfactory time-averaging
procedure - the thresholding could now be in terms of the sensitivity without needing
to worry about comparisons of importance indices between rate parameter samples.
Further work on simplification at quadrature points is likely to present a promising
alternative path towards an improved algorithm. Rather than simply forming unions
and intersections, simplified models at the quadrature points can be examined further
to find the proportion of points at which certain species are included and a more
detailed analysis would also consider the relevance of quadrature weights.
With both of the above approaches, a wider range of outputs can be tested to give
more information about the quality of the simplified models that are produced. These
may include the concentrations of trace species of interest, which would most likely be
pollutants. Different species could be used in the set S0 when examining importance
indices; the radical HCO may be particularly appropriate here, as its concentration
is known to be particularly sensitive to ignition time. L2 error between the full and
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simplified reaction trajectories could also be considered, perhaps with an offset to
account for the difference in ignition times. Finally, equilibrium concentrations can
be examined in more detail. The equilibrium values do not depend on reaction rate,
as they are determined entirely by thermodynamic considerations. However, they are
affected when species and reactions are removed from the model. Equilibrium values
were examined for all simplified mechanisms considered in detail in this work and it
was found that there was no significant deviation from the full model. Significant
changes are nevertheless likely with the smallest simplified mechanisms.
It was found that ignition time was not sensitive to all reactions that were impor-
tant. It will be interesting to see if the rate parameters of the remaining important
reactions are sensitive inputs for some of these other outputs of interest. However,
it is likely that none of the outputs will be sensitive to some important reactions
because of the rate limiting constraints that were discussed in chapter 5.
The observation that combined effect sensitivities are negligible is likely to allow
the computational expense of a new method to be reduced dramatically, although this
will require further development of the above methods to determine an effective means
of combining simplified mechanisms generated from a series of 1D analyses rather
than creating the final simplified mechanism at once from a single multi-dimensional
analysis.
More generally, further work is needed to formalize the trade-off between output
pdf reproduction and deterministic error, as the above ideas seem better suited to
instead creating computationally efficient methods that can create simplified mecha-
nisms with the ability to produce output pdfs. Adjusting thresholds or the number
of quadrature points in these ideas will hopefully allow for taking advantage of uncer-
tainty to allow more error in a deterministic setting, but a method to quantify this
trade-off has not yet been created.
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